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UUP Vision for the Future: Issues and Concerns
By Bill Simons, Chapter President
UUP Oneonta held another of its Vision for the Future forums
on Thursday, October 10, 2013, from 11 AM-12:45 PM, in the
Otsego Grille, Morris. The Vision for the Future series provides a venue for UUP members to speak openly and candidly
about campus concerns. “Higher Education in Crisis” provided
the focus for the October 10th Vision for the Future. Given
the topic and purpose of the meeting, admission was limited
to those represented by UUP. Attendance was high for the
October 10th Vision for the Future. UUPers were welcome to
attend all or part of the meeting, even if individual schedules
necessitated late arrival or early departure.

Bill Simons at D.C. Rally

The assemblage was impressive in terms of size and content. UUPers from all segments of the union bargaining unit — academic and professional, fulltime and part-time — participated. UUP Vice President for
Academics Rob Compton served as moderator. The October 10th Vision for the Future solicited member
input concerning the significant academic problems and challenges that we face. Speakers were deliberate,
informed, and observant. Seriousness of purpose defined the dialogue. Plummeting morale, increased
workload, and inadequate compensation figured prominently in the discussion. The meeting gave birth to a
UUP equity petition and strong Campus Equity Week initiatives. The October 10th Vision for the Future discourse will also help shape UUP goals, the Labor-Management agenda, Sentinel content, and future
meetings.
The commitment of UUP Oneonta to a strong future for the
College is implacable. That commitment, however, entails
articulating hard truths. Due to the collective efforts of
many, SUNY Oneonta remains a college of choice for students, but unless compensation, equity, morale, and other
pressing issues receive meaningful attention, SUNY Oneonta
will cease to be a college of choice for employees. And if
Oneonta ceases to be an employer of choice, before long our
institution will cease to be a College of choice for students.
We need to take seriously the issues and concerns articulated at Vision for the Future.
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UUP Vision for the Future: Issues and Concerns (continued)

As announced, notes on the ideas and opinions expressed were taken for purposes of publication, but names and identifying
information were not recorded. Confidentiality of recording
Vision for the Future commentary was promised and maintained. As
such, the written record takes the form of notes rather than a verbatim transcript. Organized around five headings (Higher Education in
General, Compensation, Campus Policies, Reorganization, and Campus Workload), notes of the October 10th Vision for the Future forum appear below.
Higher Education in General

Moderator Rob Compton

Low morale is endemic. Poor choices and reliance on a business model is undermining morals and morale.
We have neo-liberal privatized model of education.
There is way too much commercialization of higher education, including this campus. Do we have any
proof that this stuff works? There is more review and accountability of faculty but not much for administration. There is a lot less faculty autonomy. Students are treated as customers as power shifts to administration.
Support for research has declined significantly. Demand for obedience pervades campuses. Cynicism is
very high. Workload escalates. Current directions may create a work to rule backlash.
Administration grows while faculty numbers decline. Only 1/3 of faculty nation-wide are tenure track.
Imagine running a serious enterprise like this: this is not sustainable.
We need to create a stronger culture of the labor movement. We need to network and meet people in
the community. Labor needs more meetings like this, and we need to meet frequently in the community
to build networks and to provide a safe environment for expression. We need new modes of expression.
Students are our allies. Teachers talk to students. Students don’t like standardized tests, assessment, and
commercialization of the education system. Students don’t like MOOCs.
The comprehensive institutions, like Oneonta, are getting the shaft. Open SUNY and macro issues are negatively impacting us. Imposition of cost controls through federal regulations and not legislation will make
things more difficult for us.
Fee payers are not voting members of the union. They need to join and become active. It’s my understanding that there is only 1 full professor on this campus who is a “fee payer”. There are only 3 or 4 associate professors who are not members. Ninety-five percent of full-timers are members.
Campus Equity Week will commence a new campaign to reach out to Part-Timers, Adjuncts, and other
Contingents; they are most vulnerable and poorly compensated.
Changes to universities are driven by politics of the marketplace not based on learning needs. Business
model is not good for learning and our students. We do not seem to know what we are doing or where
we are going? Lots of confusion leads to poor morale and reduced output.
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UUP Vision for the Future: Issues and Concerns (continued)

Compensation
Due to the salary inequity and low starting salaries and limited funds for research development, there will
be more faculty loss to continue. Starting salaries are sometimes $16000 below the mean.
Salary inequity is evident for those in the sciences. Science BA graduate earn similar or higher salaries
than professors with Ph.D.s. Science faculty at Oneonta are underpaid relative to other campuses.
There is currently a large turnover of faculty in the Sciences and that will increase in pace if issues of
workload, compensation, work environment, and provisions for research are not addressed aggressively.
Morale is at an all-time low. An equity study, which was promised years ago, has not yet been delivered.
I hear that it was done, but not released as the results were not to their liking. As salary equity study as
noted by the President that “backs out” DSI is disingenuous and too limited in scope. Union should do
own equity study and expose the flaws.
There is gender inequity in departments. Equity study should not lump lecturers in with assistant professors. Distinguished professors are above full-professors and should not be included in the Professor category for equity study.
We need to FOIL the salary of new Deans and consultant fees for the last 4-5 years.
More professionals are doing more work too. They hire faculty, but we are down 14 professionals.
Where does the work go?
We have Part-Time faculty on Food Stamps. It’s a disgraceful situation. People in the public are shocked
about this. Word has gotten out.
No more DSI. Too divisive. Only lump sum on base.
If you look carefully at the US News and World Report rankings, in regional universities, we are ranked 66
since Dr. K started. We are behind New Paltz, Geneseo, Brockport, and Fredonia. Seven percent of the
rank is based on faculty compensation. Our rankings have been stagnant for 5 years.
What are our salary benchmarks? We need to include salary as part of the Strategic Plan. Salary inequity
is within departments, among disciplines, and within and between ranks. This college says it is a first
choice college for students. It is not a first choice for employees or cannot claim to be an employer of
choice. When we benchmark with other Colleges, we benchmark low. Faculty are not getting the starting
salaries commensurate with pay offers from other campuses. It is difficult to recruit and retain faculty.
Low starting salary leads to people already wanting to leave when they get here. The salary lag and the
low moving expenses is another problem.
What models are being used for the equity study. How do we know if it is linear?
For adjuncts, the present reality is low pay, low morale, and no advancement. This saps morale.
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UUP Vision for the Future: Issues and Concerns (continued)
Those adjuncts teaching six semester hours per semester like the benefits, but adjuncts lack a safety net
and have almost no security. The treatment of adjuncts is the disgrace of higher education.
There is a lack of professional treatment of academics by the administration. Increasingly we are being
pushed away and told not to comment. When we comment, it is not taken seriously. Outside consultants
are hired with fat fee rather than utilizing our own employees to head workshops. It’s frustrating for
SUNY Oneonta employees to be treated as labor for hire.
Accreditation bodies need to make sure that they examine poor salaries and turnover of faculty. They
don’t do peer review, instead focus on buddy review. Middle States is not an honest enterprise.
I have concerns about the promotional increases as they are stagnant and embarrassing.
The administration says that money is not a motivating factor. Okay, more work, less people. What incentive to stay?

Campus Policies
I am concerned about the Library as the central space/focus of learning. Radical changes are going on
there. Space is being lost.
What changes to tenure and promotion policies are taking place? More and more policies are being taken away from faculty.
It is difficult to get policy clarification from the administration. Written policies vary from verbal communications often. Unwritten policies and favoritism has been a big problem. The STAR program could lead
to less control and greater favoritism.
All the funds are being used on STAR, external studies, and institutional priorities that tend to exclude
overall faculty benefit. Too many consultants. Don’t we have any expertise here?
The phased retirement option (campus initiative) needs to be revisited. It is important to prevent a climate of “special deals,” but the current phased retirement option of two years and you are out does not
have the flexibility or value for many faculty.
Why is it that DRL days are taking place during the breaks? We understand that this is a campus decision?
It is disrespectful. UUP needs to ask Management “why these days?”
UUP represents members who may perform administrative functions. It is important for us to maintain
good working relations with Management. Demands/requests need to be calibrated.
The DRL days will require special coverage for professionals. It will be difficult to come up with the coverage.
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UUP Vision for the Future: Issues and Concerns (continued)
We are tired of academic issues being vetoed for non-academic reasons. It is necessary to bring Sponsored Programs into the Academic side of affairs. At the Cabinet level, the academic side is outnumbered. Attempts by the Senate to have faculty in the cabinet have failed. Why?
Are the cabinet meetings public? How often do they take place? Who is on the cabinet?
It appears that academics at this College do not count. It is the business model now.
Faculty are being undermined constantly. There is a fear of retrenchment. Administration needs to be
more open. Strategic Action Plan bypassed governance. Consultation is pro forma. The Strategic Action
Plan lacks support for research and grants implementation. When you are asked to serve on a Management created committee, you better ask: what for? Who with? And on whom will this impact?
Morale can be improved by other things too in addition to salary. We need to address moving expenses,
dealing effectively with pay lag issues, housing (mortgage help or subsidy), spousal hires, job sharing,
group hiring, and scholarships for dependents.
Reorganization
My department is happy with our new Dean. Some deans know exactly what the faculty issues are.
There are too many administrators and their numbers are proliferating. The more administrators the
more work for us. I cannot keep up anymore.
UUP negotiates terms and conditions. The Administration uses the Senate as cover. The Administration
attempts to create conflict between the Senate and UUP.
Campus Workload
A 3-3 teaching load should be normative. The president needs to make that happen. The workload increase makes a normative 3-3 teaching load essential.
My understanding is that many campuses are seeking to increase and not decrease teaching loads. On
the Oneonta campus we are 4-3 normatively. You can use page 24 of the Faculty Handbook for course
reductions.
Our problem is that the course load reduction provisions are useless. In theory, page 24 of the Faculty
Handbook is fine. But I cannot take it and it cannot be offered because we have certain classes to be
covered. It is a staffing issue and sometimes even federal law also increases workload due to compliance
issues.
We can get grants, but we don’t have the time or resources to administer them properly. Poor grant administration will lead to less applications and success in the future.
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Compensation and Full Disclosure: Your Right to Know
By Rob Compton, Vice President for Academics

About a dozen colleagues contacted me in person or via
email or voicemail after the debut of the October Sentinel
article titled, “Stagnating SUNY Oneonta Salaries: The State
of Full-Time Faculty Salaries at Oneonta.” I am sure that
several of you are digesting the article in detail. In the event
that you have misplaced it, you can find it online here:
http://www.oneontauup.org/sentinel/13/Oct2013.pdf It
appears that the online version has been read throughout
the state and even in neighboring states. Echoing a nationwide trend, a friend of mine at the University of NevadaReno said, “yeah things are pretty bad, here too.”
Rob Compton presents on comparative nationalism in East Asia at a conference in Osaka, Japan in
June 2013.

UUP Oneonta is taking the next step to move toward discussion and seeking resolution to stagnating salaries, among faculty, both full and part-time, and professionals. On October 10th, 2013, Oneonta UUP held an important
Vision for the Future, focusing on “The Crisis in Higher Education.” The most discussed issues included compensation and professional respect as faculty. The meeting notes appear in Bill Simons’ Sentinel article. It
became even more evident to those in attendance at Vision for the Future that the salary stagnation and the
drive toward de-professionalization represents a major threat to our members’ well-being and even the vibrancy of higher education itself.
At this meeting, it was clearly noted that an equity study and its implementation are essential to keeping
Oneonta a “College of Choice” for our students. Without addressing salary concerns, it was noted that recruitment, retention, and faculty morale would increasingly suffer. Those in attendance spoke about a
need for an equity study that included the following components:






Addressing salary compression and inversion
Increasing stagnant promotional increases
Addressing low Part-Time faculty salary
Addressing salary lag in relation to both other SUNY comprehensive colleges and other benchmarked
institutions
Incorporating past DSI and past starting salaries within the equity study

Several colleagues noted the urgency of implementation after years of study and discussion. UUP Oneonta
will continue to engage with the administration regarding salary issues. We understand that redress of salary problems took years in the making and cannot be rectified magically or instantaneously. Nonetheless, we
believe that SUNY Oneonta employees deserve a full and honest disclosure of the circumstances. UUP Oneonta plans to hold subsequent Vision for the Future forums. UUP has begun circulating a petition for addressing salary inequity among its members and currently possess the data to conduct its own equity study,
if necessary. Stay tuned and please sign the petition at the UUP Office Oneonta@UUPMail.org or contact
me (Robert.Compton@Oneonta.Edu or Bill Simons (William.Simons@Oneonta.Edu to do so. A copy of the
petition appears on the next page.
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Compensation and Full Disclosure: Your Right to Know (continued)

UUP Oneonta Petition to Address Serious Salary Inequity at the College
The members of the United University Professions at the College call attention to the serious salary problem at SUNY-Oneonta. The undersigned call for a comprehensive equity plan to be implemented in
Spring 2014.
This equity plan must acknowledge and remedy the impact of low starting salaries, inequitable and unjust past DSI distributions, and overall low salaries among benchmark institutions. The equity remedy
must address:
1) Salary compression and inversion
2) Decades of unchanged promotional increments
3) Low PT faculty salary
4) Institutional salary lag compared to benchmarked institutions

Name

Signature

Department

UUP New Paltz Resolution for Fair Pay
Faculty members at SUNY New Paltz, whose salaries have stagnated for years, are determined to take action. Thus
far, the departments of Anthropology, Art History and Elementary Education have unanimously passed a Resolution
for Fair Pay, and more are expected to follow suit in the coming days.
The resolution calls for the College to award raises to those who had previously been recommended for discretionary salary increases (DSI) in 2011 and 2012. The measure also supports a higher starting salary for adjuncts, over 200
part-time lecturers who teach a substantial number of introductory and specialized courses at the College.
According to UUP chapter President Peter D.G. Brown, who circulated the resolution, pay for adjuncts has plummeted by 49% since the 1970s, when adjusted for inflation. At its Delegate Assembly earlier this month, United University Professions (UUP) overwhelmingly supported a $5K Campaign to pay adjuncts a minimum starting salary of $5,000
per three-credit course.
“This is an intolerable situation,” Brown said. “Faculty morale has never been lower in the 42 years that I have been
at the College. People are very demoralized, angry and frustrated. Many younger faculty members are actively looking for jobs elsewhere, and it is becoming increasingly difficult to hire good faculty to come and work under these
depressing conditions.”
Because the state’s previous contract with the union (UUP) expired in July 2011 and a new one was not in place until
July 2013, employees were not paid any DSI during that period. The Resolution for Fair Pay also calls for adjusting
the workload of 75 full-time lecturers, whose teaching load is higher at New Paltz than at any of the other comparable colleges in SUNY.
Employees saw their paychecks shrink even further this fall with the imposition of unpaid furlough days and higher
mandated premiums for health insurance. According to Brown, “While ignoring the deplorable situation of its current employees, this administration evidently has plenty of money to hire new faculty and lavishly reward former
administrators. This is truly an intolerable situation!”
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Salary Inequity: An Issue of Fairness
By Dr. Keith K. Schillo, UUP Member & Associate Professor, Biology Department
When I was very young, and I stood passively by as a classmate was bullied during recess, I quickly learned that to do
nothing is to do something. This lesson is reinforced in
many ways as we age. Albert Einstein acknowledged this
maxim by saying, “The world is not dangerous because of
those who do harm, but because of those who look at it
without doing anything.” Since joining the Biology faculty
at SUNY Oneonta in 2009, I have become starkly aware of
the fact that there are gross inequities among faculty salaries. Whereas faculty members in some departments are
paid adequate amounts, others receive much less compensation than their peers. I haven’t conducted formal surveys
of faculty morale, but my interactions with colleagues
across campus indicate that they are not only dissatisfied
with this inequity, but are also appalled that our administration has been unresponsive to this situation. Many of us
Keith K. Schillo, PhD
are suffering financial distress. In an attempt to do something, I offer some of my own thoughts about inequities in salary distribution. I hope my comments and
ideas motivate others to act.
I joined the Biology faculty after abandoning a 25-year career at a major, research-intensive university. My
reasons for leaving are complex, but a major incentive was my desire to focus on teaching at the undergraduate level. My desire for change was so powerful that I gave up tenure and accepted a 45% drop in
salary to become a non-tenured, Assistant Professor in this institution. Last year, I was granted tenure and
promoted to Associate Professor. Although I was aware of the low salaries from the start of my employment, the implications of this situation really hit home following my promotion. I recently learned that my
current salary as an Associate Professor is below the average of Assistant Professors in this college. If I
were promoted to Professor this year, my new salary would be considerably lower than the average for
Associate Professors and still lower than some Assistant Professors. This inequity within academic ranks
can be attributed to: 1) faculty members who remained at their ranks for many years and benefited from
cost-of-living raises and 2) a large disparity in starting salaries among departments. I have not seen a formal justification for this policy, but my colleagues inform me that our administrators attempt to rationalize
this inequity by asserting that high salaries are necessary to recruit candidates in certain disciplines. I
acknowledge the fact that there is considerable variability in supply and demand for PhDs among disciplines, but I reject the notion that this reality justifies the gross inequities in salaries that currently exist in
our college.
Justice or fairness is a dominant value in our culture. In his renowned book titled A Theory of Justice, John
Rawls argues that in order to create fair rules, we must deliberate behind a “veil of ignorance;” that is, we
assume that each of us is unaware of various facts about our lives. In this way, we avoid tailoring the rules
to serve our personal interests. He then describes two basic principles that all rational people would accept if they are unaware of their positions in society. First, “each person is to have an equal right to the
most extensive basic liberty compatible with a similar liberty for others.” The second principle acknowledges that inequalities exist, but stipulates that such inequalities be tolerated only if they benefit the least
advantaged members of society and if offices and positions in society are open to everyone. Rawls’ ideas
give us objective standards for analyzing policies governing salary distributions within our college.
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Salary Inequity: An Issue of Fairness (continued)

If each of us (including our administrators) were to wear the veil of ignorance, would we develop a salary
distribution policy similar to the one we have now? One where who you are at the time of initial appointment, not what you accomplish during your employment, determines how much you are paid? I very
much doubt that anyone would accept such a policy. Rawls acknowledges that inequalities exist due to
inborn talents, but argues that we are not morally entitled to all of the benefits we might derive from such
talents; especially if our benefits fail to improve the lives of the less fortunate. So, for the sake of argument, let us accept the fact that some disciplines require higher starting salaries than others, and earning
a degree in one of these areas reflects your inborn talents. In what way do the lower-paid faculty members benefit from paying higher salaries to those who happen to work in elite disciplines? The answer is
that there are no tangible benefits trickling down to the people at the bottom of the pay scale. In fact, it
seems likely that these high salaries come at the expense of the lowest paid employees. This practice fails
to live up to Rawls’ concept of fairness.
There is another dimension of Rawls second principle that applies to the salary inequity issue. A fair system allows people to use their talents in order to succeed. Our system doesn’t meet this criterion. The
market value of a particular degree, not individual performance, determines your salary at SUNY Oneonta.
Not only is this unfair, it erodes the concept of faculty rank thereby undermining traditional principles for
recognizing and honoring academic excellence. Rank is the only way the academy acknowledges one’s
expertise and in today’s world of higher education, the only compensation for such expertise is how much
one is paid (I don’t view eligibility for service on certain committees to be remotely close to a compensation for achieving a particular rank). To degrade the importance of academic rank destroys incentives to
develop professionally and trivializes the efforts and accomplishments required to move up the promotion ladder. Without a motivated faculty dedicated to these principles, our strategic and academic master
plans become nothing more than the disingenuous fantasies of elitists who are out of touch with reality.
In order to achieve these lofty goals, this college must respect academic rank by addressing current inequities and implementing a system for acknowledging and appropriately compensating professional accomplishments.
Scholars are typically motivated more by what virtue ethicists call the internal rewards associated with
their work (the satisfaction derived from doing a job well) than they are by external rewards such as salary, recognition and power. While this trait may be a virtue, it makes us vulnerable to abuse; especially in
systems that embrace bottom-line economics. There is, however, a limit to what we can and should tolerate. Our inequity-laden system of compensation is unfair and this unfairness is imposing tangible harms
on too many of us. When we perform our work in exemplary manners and are not adequately compensated for our efforts, we feel devalued; our enthusiasm for our work wanes and our loyalty for the academy gradually dissipates. These feelings are exacerbated when we feel powerless and often degrade to
apathy, cynicism and bitterness. Each day I see more and more evidence of these attitudes among my colleagues. Economic arguments that defend the status quo will not alleviate our frustration. The inequity
issue is a matter of professional ethics. It is an issue concerned with fairness and the well being of individuals who make up our academic community. When our better-compensated leaders choose to do nothing about this issue, they choose to do something, and that something has ethical implications because it
undermines the traditional values of research and scholarship and erodes the well-being of the faculty.
Our administration should display greater compassion for those whom they are supposed to represent
(i.e., the faculty) and begin developing and implementing policies that are fair and respectful of the many
talents our faculty members possess.
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The SLO Syllabus, Part 2
By Brian Haley, Anthropology and Member, UUP Oneonta; and Tracy Betsinger, Department of
Anthropology and Member, UUP Oneonta

Dr. Brian Haley

Last April’s Sentinel featured an article by Brian Haley which put to an empirical test the
assertion that the inclusion of student learning outcomes (SLOs) on course syllabi improves student learning (“The SLO Syllabus: A Simple Meta-Assessment,” The Sentinel 13
(8):1-5). The claim that putting SLOs on syllabi improves student learning comes from a
number of sources, but here in the Northeast it is often attributed to Linda Suskie, the former head of the Middle States Commission on Higher Education1. Anyone who has attended a few assessment conferences finds this claim repeated often by the boots-on-theground of higher education assessment: assessment officers, administrators, and others
higher education professionals who serve on reaccreditation teams for the regional accrediting commissions such as Middle States. Members of our College community report
hearing the same claim being made last Spring by members of the Middle States reaccreditation team during their campus visit, and others report the same assertion being made
by some of the recent dean candidates who visited our campus.

Haley’s test specifically addresses SUNY General Education SLOs with data
gathered over three semesters. The results challenge the assertion that SLO
inclusion on syllabi improves learning. Not only did most students not read the
SLOs (82.2%) nor see any point in doing so, those who did read them were no
better at identifying the correct SLO for the course when offered a list of options. In the most striking finding, students who did read the SLOs performed
no better on an objective exam than those who did not read the SLOs. Even
those who could identify the correct SLO did not perform better on the test.
Haley concluded, “The assertion that including SLOs on the syllabus improves
student learning is incontrovertibly false, at least in the case of General Education SLOs.” What was left unresolved was how well this finding applied to
course-specific SLOs. That is what we address here.
Dr. Tracy Betsinger

The Study
As Haley noted, course-specific SLOs may expand upon or clarify an existing course description. To function effectively as tools for assessing student learning, course-specific SLOs can neither be so numerous nor so general as to encompass the entire content of a course, nor can they reduce a course to too few measureable particulars. Whereas
General Education SLOs by design are more broad than a course description, course-specific SLOs are far more particular, and logically could have learning value on a syllabus that General Education SLOs have been shown to lack.
Testing the impact of course-specific SLOs on student learning was a very simple task. A course with a syllabus containing course-specific SLOs was identified, the students were surveyed to determine who had and had not read the
SLOs, their answers were correlated to scores on an objective exam, and the results were tabulated.
The course chosen for this test used a syllabus in which nine learning outcomes or objectives were listed on the first
page, following the College Catalog course description and a 150-word course overview. The course carried a General
Education attribute, so two of the nine outcomes/objectives were SUNY General Education SLOs. Given that the
_____________________________
1

See, e.g., Suskie, Linda, “My fantasy syllabus,” Feb. 2, 2012, http://home.comcast.net/~linda.suskie/site/?/blog/,
accessed March 14, 2013.
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The SLO Syllabus, Part 2 (continued)
course had seven course-specific SLOs and two General Education SLOs, we decided not to ask the students to identify
correct SLOs from a list as Haley had done in his previous test. For this test, one of the students’ exams that semester
included the following ungraded survey question:
Did you read the Student Learning Outcomes for this course available on the syllabus?
a. Yes
b. No
In a class of 88 students, 66 answered the question (75%). For the purposes of this test, we assume that the students’
answers accurately reflect their conduct. Since the survey question was clearly labeled and physically isolated on the
page as a non-graded question, we feel that this is a reasonable assumption. Their answers were correlated with their
scores on a 101-point exam, and the results are as follows:

Number of students

Did Read the
SLOs
22

Did Not Read
the SLOs
44

Average exam score

80.5

81.9

Exam score standard deviation

13.2

14.7

Maximum exam score

100

101

Minimum exam score

55

32

As these numbers indicate, there is little difference between the exam scores of those students who read the SLOs and
those who did not. What difference does exist might give a false sense that not reading the SLOs corresponds to a
better exam performance, but the difference in means is not statistically significant in a t-test (t = 0.40, P = 0.69)2. The
low score of 32 among the students who did not read the SLOs is a single outlier in a distribution otherwise similar to
that for the students who read the SLOs.
Whereas Haley’s previous test using General Education SLOs appeared to leave hope that course-specific SLOs on the
syllabus might have a beneficial impact on student learning, these new results dash those hopes. Even a weak correlation between reading SLOs and higher test scores would likely satisfy critics of the SLOs on syllabi mandate. Yet this
test and its predecessor demonstrate the absence of any relationship between reading SLOs and measurable learning.
Definitively, then, we conclude that providing SLOs of any kind to students does not improve their learning.
So, Why the SLO Syllabus?
This result raises an interesting and troubling question. If student learning is not improved by including SLOs on syllabi
as these tests demonstrate, then why are faculty members told that a causal relationship exists? Certainly, it is both
fair and accurate to say that many administrators and assessment specialists believe in the existence of a causal relationship between SLOs on syllabi and student learning. There is no crime in being wrong, except when knowing there is
no evidence to support one’s claims. And it is our experience thus far that many who make the claim are not aware of
the evidentiary shortfall.
The one clear reason for the inclusion of SLOs on syllabi is summarized by the word compliance. Evidence comes from
our own and any other college or university’s recent reaccreditation reports. In these reports, the rate at which SLOs
are present on syllabi serves as a proxy measure for faculty buy-in to the regional accreditor’s approved assessment
practices and policies. Other claims regarding the value of SLOs on syllabi may be nothing more than over-zealous
mythmaking.
_____________________
2
The statistical analysis was performed by John Relethford, Department of Anthropology, SUNY College at Oneonta.
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The Taylor Law and Public Employee Unions in New York State
Daniel G. Payne, Professor, English, and Member, UUP Oneonta
In July 1971 over 400,000 members of the Communications Workers of America (CWA) went on strike nationwide against the Bell
System after negotiations for a wage increase that would offset the
decline in purchasing power due to the high inflation rates of the
previous three years. For the majority of CWA members the strike
lasted only one week, as the company consented to a significantly
enhanced salary and benefit package that included the first cost of
living adjustment clause (COLA) ever agreed upon by Bell System’s
management. For almost 38,000 CWA members working for New
York Telephone, however, the strike had only just begun. By the
time a settlement was finally reached 218 days later, those workDr. Daniel Payne, teacher, author, attorney, and activist
ers and their families had been through an economic and emotional ordeal that finally ended when the company reluctantly
agreed to provide a relatively small wage increase and—most importantly for the union—had agreed to
the establishment of an agency shop, a key provision that gave the union the right to collect dues from all
employees, union or non-union, since the CWA was the sole entity responsible for contract negotiations,
settling grievances, and other administrative tasks associated with labor organization.
For me, the 1971 strike against “Ma Bell” was not just another skirmish in the long history of labormanagement disputes in the United States. My father, a cable splicer for the telephone company, was one
of those strikers, and I vividly remember (I was thirteen years old at the time) joining him on the picket
line, chanting “Ma Bell, go to hell,” and jeering at management and the handful of strike-breakers as
“scabs” as the strike grew longer and more bitter. Christmas for my family was spent at the union hall, as
the union tried to make things more cheerful for families that were just hanging on financially and had no
money for Christmas presents. When the strike finally ended, as my father told me some years later, we
were one mortgage payment away from losing the house my parents had worked so hard to buy ten years
previously.
The late 1960s and the 1970s were a time of economic stress, when a stagnant economy and high inflation—a condition dubbed as “stagflation”— led to some of the most contentious labor-management confrontations in decades. It was not only unions such as the CWA that resorted to work stoppages, which for
obvious reasons are seen as the last resort of unions faced with a management that refuses to negotiate in
good faith. Public employee unions, in particular the transit and sanitation unions in New York City had
recently engaged in strikes that brought the city to a virtual standstill and helped create a perception that
some public employee unions had become too powerful; for example, in Woody Allen’s film Sleeper (1973)
there is a reference to Albert Shanker, President of the United Federation of Teachers and the American
Federation of Teachers. The protagonist, played by Allen, wakes up in hundreds of years later, where he is
told that the world he lived in was destroyed “when a man named Albert Shanker got hold of a nuclear
warhead.”
For public employees and their unions 1967 was a turning point in the labor history of a state that was
once viewed as being friendly to organized labor. Governor Nelson Rockefeller appointed a commission
chaired by George W. Taylor, a professor of industrial labor relations at the Wharton School. While Taylor
supported the right of organized labor to strike in the private sector, he and the commission recommended changes to New York State law that would take the right to strike away from public employee unions.
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The Taylor Law and Public Employee Unions in New York State (continued)
The rather ironically named Public Employees Fair Employment Act, more commonly referred to as the
Taylor Law, was enacted as Article 14 of the New York State Civil Service Law in 1967. The Taylor Law’s
most contentious provision, section 210, which prohibits public employees from striking, establishes
draconian penalties for unions and their leaders that engage in strikes, including immense fines and prison terms for union leaders. While there have been a few public employee unions that have engaged in
short “wild cat” strikes since the enactment of the Taylor Law, these are few and far between, given the
severe penalties. Along with curtailing the right of public employee unions to strike, the Taylor Law established the Public Employment Relations Board (PERB), whose members are appointed by the governor, to settle contract disputes. Almost from the beginning, PERB was seen by many in the labor movement as window dressing established to provide cover for Albany’s power brokers, since it created a
board staffed solely by management (i.e. the Governor’s) appointees that would be biased against labor.
Anti-Union activists have charged in turn that the Triborough Amendment, which leaves the terms and
conditions of the previous contract in place if a new contract is not agreed upon by labor and management. For public employee unions that have negotiated longevity or “step” increases, this ensures that
in the event of an extended impasse, members will not have their wages completely frozen during the
period during which they have no new contract.
Unfortunately for member of UUP, there are no “step” increases, which means, of course, that in the
absence of negotiated raises, salaries remain flat. Since the ratification of the UUP’s contract with New
York State this past summer, for much of our membership take-home pay has actually diminished due to
increased health care premiums and the Governor’s so-called “Deficit Reduction Program” (DRP) which
is actually a thinly disguised pay cut. The distribution of the administration’s e-mail on September 23,
2013 to the UUP rank and file detailing how the DRP would be implemented on our campus has touched
off an enormous amount of pent-up frustration and anger among faculty. This widespread dissatisfaction is not limited to the DRP but has been in the making for several years, and is not limited to our campus alone but is SUNY-wide and has its origins not just in the decisions made by the administration here
at Oneonta, but those made in Albany and Washington, D.C as well.
So, this is where we stand currently and in the absence of the right to strike or an administration responsive to faculty opinions regarding working conditions and salary equity, it might fairly be asked,
“what options are available to us as UUP members?” The perennially depressed academic job market
sets up a barrier to “voting with our feet” and seeking employment elsewhere, at an institution that
might prove more receptive to faculty input and governance. Anecdotally, this is already happening to
some extent and it will be those among our very best faculty who will have the greatest inducement and
ability to move on. But for those who choose to stay at Oneonta, what recourse to sullen capitulation
exists? That will be the topic of the next column in this series, and I welcome your comments and suggestions directed to Daniel.Payne@oneonta.edu.
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When to Contact the UUP Grievance Officer
By Mike Brown, Grievance Officer

Dr. Mike Brown

SUNY Oneonta has a system of collective bargaining that provides representation for faculty and administrative professionals pursuant to the UUP contract with the State of New York. UUP plays an important
role in advocating for employee rights and ensuring that personnel matters are handled in accordance
with our contractual Agreement. As Grievance Officer, I am your conduit to the Grievance Process.
What is a Grievance?
A grievance is a dispute concerning the interpretation, application, or violation of a specific term or provision in the Agreement. A grievance may be filed when other avenues for resolution fail to materialize.
While grievances are often a last resort, they have been filed with the Public Employment Relations Board
for adjudication. Grievances must be germane to a violation of the contract. An issue that does not directly affect a UUP member in such a capacity, such as dissatisfaction with a University policy of general
application, does not constitute a grievance. Likewise, departmental by-laws, policies, or operating procedures are not subject to the grievance procedure.
Do you need to explore assistance from UUP to include the possibility of initiating a Grievance?
1. Do you have a contractual issue that cannot be easily resolved?
2. Has the contractual violation occurred within the past 45 days?
3. Do you need to find out if a contractual violation has occurred or if there are options for dealing with
your situation?
4. Have you receive a disciplinary notice in the mail within 10 days?
If you answered "Yes" to any of these questions, then please contact me immediately. I can be reached at
607-436-3558 or by email at michael.brown@oneonta.edu.
If none of the above is applicable, you may not need to file a grievance. However, UUP Oneonta maintains an ongoing relationship with the campus administration and your issue may be resolved through
our advocacy. Most issued are resolved this way, rather than through a formal grievance process. Nonetheless, the Grievance Officer is the place to start. Feel free to contact me with questions to help resolve
your issue.
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UUP and Campus Equity Week
[Editor’s Note: Adapted from “Campus Equity Week: Call to Action,” http://www.campusequityweek.org/2013/
about/+

UUP Oneonta, along with sisters and brothers, on campuses across the continent observed Campus Equity Week (CEW) from Monday, October 28-Friday, November 1. Campus Equity Week (CEW) is a week
of education and activism that draws attention to the working conditions of faculty working on temporary, low-paid contracts, who now constitute the majority
of college instructors. These instructors work in insecure
part- and full-time non-tenure track positions, usually subject to exploitative employment conditions. CEW was originally devised by contingent faculty activists in 2001 in order to highlight the appalling working conditions of the
majority of the faculty and the impact of those working
conditions on the quality of education. A central principle
of CEW is that quality education depends practically and
ethically on professional and just working conditions for all
faculty. The crisis of contingent faculty employment at colleges and universities is at the core of the inequities that
pervade higher education. At the College of Oneonta, UUP
encouraged a wear red campaign, distributed equity informational bags to departments, communicated electronically with hundred of individual members, sponsored an
equity meeting on October 30th, conducted an interview
with The Voice, strengthened alliances with other unions, and launched a new membership campaign.
UUP is committed to converting the struggle for campus equity into a year-long crusade.

Speak Out and Community Workshop to Address Current Issues in Public Education:
Wednesday, November 6, 6- 8 PM, Otsego Grille
UUP urges its members to participate in the Speak Out and Community Workshop to Address Current
Issues in Public Education on Wednesday, November 6, 2013, from 6-8 pm at the Otsego Grille, Morris,
SUNY Oneonta. The Oneonta Teachers Association, Alliance for Reclaiming Education, NYSUT, and UUP
invite parents, teachers and all interested parties to panel discussion and workshop to address current
issues in public education. The meeting arises out of serious concern with the policies and actions of the
State Education Department and Commissioner John B. King Jr. The event will provide parents, educators, and taxpayers with an opportunity to share their concerns about high stakes testing and organize
for solutions addressing the problems caused by the rushed implementation of the Regents’ Reform
agenda. It is important that UUP demonstrate solidarity with other unions, the community, and the
general public.
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Contingent Concerns
By J McDermott, Contingent Concerns Officer
This month’s column is turned over to Dr. Alexandra Tolin Schultz, who recently
drafted, at the request of Brother Simons, a reflection on her life as an adjunct.
Both Bill and I found it to be a very honest expression of her status, and she
agreed to its publication. We both thank her.

I don’t think anyone decides on “adjunct” as a career choice. Certainly no one enters the daunting, poverty stricken years of a doctoral program with the intention of one day spending years teaching several
classes a semester at the college level for $12,000 a year. I know I didn’t. I spent my twenties enjoying
graduate school, listening to professors tell me I was brilliant and special. Teaching college classes, even
when it was, at times, for only $1800 a course, felt like a special privilege.
The wages did not bother me so much. I loved teaching, had few expenses, and, more importantly, I
thought it was only temporary. One day, I’d be making $80,000 a year to do what I loved. And at any rate,
it certainly didn’t matter, since what I did was a labor of love, living a life of the mind. Certainly I wasn’t
doing this for anything as base as money. I’ll never forget hearing the union organizers and adjuncts at
my graduate institution sing “we shall overcome” to protest their vulnerability in the workplace and angrily wondering aloud how they dared to compare their situation to the civil rights struggle.
After all, they’d chosen to go to graduate school.
Now it is ten years later. I have a Ph.D. I am still part of a pool of temporary laborers: mostly female, disproportionately mothers. I am the mother of two small children and I have no job security despite years
of experience and excellent teaching reviews.
At any point I could be let go, regardless of how long or how well I serve the institution I am currently at.
I have had little time to develop my research, little time to do anything much except teach and raise children. My husband, who I met the first day of graduate school, does have a tenure track job. He is wonderful and equally shares domestic duties, but he is in a field that relies less on adjunct labor and hires
more full time faculty.
So, I’m privileged in that sense. But sometimes I wonder what would happen if, God forbid, he died. Despite all my education and experience, would I be able to support my family? Would my years of dedicated service at various institutions count for anything? The recent story of the elderly adjunct at Duquesne
who, after twenty-five years teaching there, died penniless and homeless can only serve to separate me
from any illusions on that count.
It took years of difficult experiences, shared by many of my friends, to realize how untenable the temporary faculty labor situation is. It took growing up, becoming an adult and a parent with real responsibilities to realize how painful and dangerous and frankly frightening it feels to be utterly expendable. We are
on the front lines. In many cases, we are the only faculty member from our fields who students will ever
encounter. We teach the survey courses; in many cases we teach upper level courses, too. We work what
always ends up being a full time job for little pay and no recognition. I wonder if parents know when they
help their children with tuition fees, how little of that money is going to instruction. How their sons and
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Contingent Concerns (continued)
daughters will be meeting with underpaid, overworked faculty in tiny, cramped offices shared with many
other temporary faculty who feel similarly underappreciated. These instructors often will not feel they are
part of a community. Many of us will not feel qualified to give your children advice on long term career
goals or pursuing a major.
I was somewhat reluctant to write about this because I am privileged compared to most of the other people who work as adjunct labor. I have a friend who teaches sixteen classes a year for $32,000. I know other people who are barely scraping by in situations far more tenuous than my own. I am happy, I love
teaching, I love research, I will continue to work toward one day getting a tenure track position, and if I
don’t, I’ll probably be just fine (again, unlike many of my fellow adjuncts). But that doesn’t make my situation fair. I wonder about organizing a nation-wide adjunct strike so universities and colleges throughout
the country would be forced to recognize that higher education cannot survive without us.
We deserve better.
Once again, we thank Dr. Tolin Schultz for this essay. If any other members would like to write a
similar reflection on adjunct life, we will happily consider it for publication. We will work with
you to ensure that your effort does not invite retaliation.

Part-Time Labor Management Meeting, October 25, 2013
UUP: J McDermott, Contingent Concerns Officer; Darryl Woods, UUP Labor Relations Specialist
Administration: Lisa Wenck, Senior Executive Employee Services Officer
There were four agenda items from our side for the first meeting of this academic year:
First was practical planning: the setting of a schedule for this year's remaining meetings. Pending confirmation from
both sides, they will be held on three Wednesdays in December, February, and April.
We then reviewed this year’s PT Orientation in light of its very low utilization by adjunct faculty. Discussions will
begin on potential changes in its format and objectives, with hopes to firm up proposals by Spring 2014.
We then reviewed the start-of-semester parking permit policy, which is particularly important to adjuncts who arrive on campus at start of semester. The issue will move to the full Labor Management meeting next week, which
will focus on discussions with SUCO Police leadership.
The meeting closed with broad discussion of campus plans for implementation of deficit reduction leave and discretionary salary awards; campus policy is under refinement to meet the goals of the contract language as it applies to
contingent employees.
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Excerpt from “Death of an Adjunct”
*Editor’s Note: The following is an excerpt from Daniel Kovalik, “Death of an Adjunct,” post-gazette.com, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, September 18, 2013, http://www.post-gazette.com/stories/opinion/perspectives/death-of-an
-adjunct-703773/+

On Sept. 1, Margaret Mary Vojtko, an adjunct professor who had taught French at Duquesne University for 25
years, passed away at the age of 83….
Margaret Mary… was under an incredible amount of stress. She was receiving radiation therapy for the cancer
that had just returned to her, she was living nearly homeless …
…she had just been let go from her job as a professor at Duquesne, that she was given no severance or retirement
benefits, and that the reason she was having trouble taking care of herself was because she was living in extreme
poverty. The caseworker paused and asked with incredulity, "She was a professor?" I said yes…
Of course, what the caseworker didn't understand was that Margaret Mary was an adjunct professor, meaning
that… Margaret Mary worked on a contract basis from semester to semester, with no job security, no benefits and
with a salary of between $3,000 and just over $3,500 per three-credit course.

The Sad Death of an Adjunct Professor Sparks a Labor Debate
*Editor’s Note: Claudio, Sanchez, “The Sad Death of an Adjunct Professor Sparks a Labor Debate,” September 22,
2013, NPR http://www.npr.org/2013/09/22/224946206/adjunct-professor-dies-destitute-then-sparks-debate+
The answer is staring university leaders in the face, says Maria Maisto, head of New Faculty Majority, which advocates for adjunct professors: Pay college presidents and coaches less, and part-time professors more.
"If education is really at the heart of what we do, then there's absolutely no excuse for not putting the bulk of the
resources into what happens in the classroom," Maisto says.
But that's not what institutions are doing, she says.
"In fact… I have colleagues who have recently had to sell their plasma in order to buy groceries," she says.

*Editor’s Note: To sign the Justice for Adjuncts petition, go to the link at http://www.change.org/petitions/justicerather-than-charity-for-adjuncts
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Commentary
By Michael Green, UUP Member &Philosophy Dept.

Deflationary Pressures
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The Speculative Bubble in the Human Capital Market is Deflating
Unsustainable levels of student debt
About 1.5 million, or 53.6 percent, of bachelor's degree-holders under the age of 25 last year were
jobless or underemployed
The number of Americans under the age of 25 with at least a bachelor's degree has grown 38 percent since 2000.
Not nearly enough jobs have been created to accommodate them, which has resulted in falling
wages for young college graduates in the past decade.
We need to create a brand that explicitly targets the essential skills demanded by employers and
serves the students’ long-term interests. Our brand:

SUNY-Oneonta’s Gen Ed curriculum produces critical thinkers and creative
problem solvers who can flexibly adapt to new conditions.
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UUP Representatives to the Employee Assistance Program: Jeri Anne Jerminario and Gary
Wickham
*Editor’s Note: The description of EAP that follows is adapted from a Sentinel article written by Mark Rice.+
The Employee Assistance Program is a benefit offered to all New York State employees and their families. It is a voluntary program designed to offer a professional, confidential source of help for people who need assistance with
personal problems or concerns. The New York State Employee Assistance Program is funded through the negotiated
agreements between the State of New York and CSEA, PEF, UUP, PBA, NYSCOPBA, and GSEU. The Governor’s Office
of Employee Relations provides funding on behalf of M/C employees. The local chapter at Oneonta was established
in 1983.
The EAP program offers information, assessment, referral, and a 24-hour, 7-day a week campus answering service at
436-2452.
The EAP program at Oneonta consists of an EAP Committee with representation from management and labor, and an
EAP Coordinator who provides the support referral to employees and their families. The Coordinator acts as a referral agent. The committee does not have direct contact with employees seeking services. The EAP Committee meets
monthly and has two UUP representatives, Jeri Anne Jerminario and Gary Wickham. The Committee’s responsibilities are to select the coordinator, evaluate the effectiveness of the program, provide support and resources to the
Coordinator, sponsor and assist with campus wide prevention and wellness programs, and respond to the needs of
labor and management in carrying out the aforementioned responsibilities.

Toon Commentary: The Union Train that Keeps SUNY on Track
By Fred Miller, Academic Delegate
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PERFECT CHOLOLATE CHIP COOKIES
By Janet Frankl, Professional Delegate, and Jim Frankl
(Editor’s Note: Professional Delegate Janet Frankl and her husband Jim are excellent chefs. They serve as
cooks at Saturday’s Bread.)

2/3 C Butter, softened

1 tsp. Baking soda

2/3 C Butter flavored Crisco

1 tsp. Salt

3/4 C Brown sugar

1 small pkg. Jell-O instant vanilla pudding

3/4 C White sugar

1 large pkg. Chocolate chips

2

Eggs

2 tsp. Vanilla

3C

Flour

METHOD:
1. Pre-heat oven to 350°. If you have a convection oven, reduce the oven temperature to 325° and reduce
the baking time removing the cookies the minute they start to brown. Using an “air-bake” cookie sheet
keeps the cookie bottoms from excess browning.
2. Cream butter, Crisco & sugars.
3. Add eggs & vanilla; mix well.
4. In separate bowl, combine flour, salt, soda & dry pudding. Beat into the creamed mixture.
5. Stir in chocolate chips.
6. Drop by teaspoon on cookie sheet and bake 8 to 10 minutes until lightly golden on top. Cool on wax paper.
Makes 4 dozen cookies
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Leave Donation
[UUP Chapter President’s Note: Although Academic and Professional members of the UUP bargaining unit can
receive Leave Donation, only Professionals and Librarians in the UUP bargaining unit as well as those in other participating unions can donate Leave Donation. This process transcends union lines: for example, the situation below involves a CSEA member. The only restriction in regard to UUP is that this agreement is limited to the Professionals as academic leave in UUP is calculated in a different manner. Please read the material below and consider
making a Leave Donation. To make a donation, contact the Human Resources Office. Undoubtedly there will come
times when donations will be solicited on behalf of members of the UUP bargaining unit. Deborah Burton, of the
CSEA bargaining unit, has exhausted her leave accruals. +
TO:

FROM:
RE:
DATE:

ELIGIBLE* UUP EMPLOYEES
*Only employees who earn vacation accruals are eligible to donate leave. (Employees who only
earn sick leave may receive donated accruals, but they have no vacation accruals to donate to anyone else.)
BILL SIMONS

Bill, UUP CHAPTER PRESIDENT, ONEONTA

LEAVE DONATION
October 2013

Under an agreement between applicable public employee unions and the State of New York, a program has been
established where vacation time can be donated across unions to those who have exhausted their sick leave. On
the Oneonta campus, Deborah Burton, CSEA, has exhausted her sick leave accruals. Any member of the UUP bargaining unit who accrues vacation leave can donate vacation days to Deborah Burton so long as they maintain a
balance of 10 vacation days after donated days are deducted from their balances. The identity of donors remains
confidential.
If you are interested in donating any accruals to Deborah Burton, please either go to the following link http://
www.oneonta.edu/admin/humres/HR/HR_images/LEAVE_DONATION_FORM.pdf or contact the Office of Human
Resources at x2509. Your generosity will be greatly appreciated.

Individual Development Awards Committee
The Individual Development Award (IDA) Committee is a joint Labor-Management Committee that evaluates and
funds UUP member grants. The IDA has six members, three appointed by UUP and three appointed by Management. Names of committee members appear below.
UUP Representatives
Jim Ebert
Greg Fulkerson
Nancy Cannon
Management Representatives
Hope Lambrecht
Richie Lee
Roger Sullivan
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Dean’s Advisory Committees: 2013-2014
*Editor’s Note: Names for the Promotion and Tenure Committee will be forthcoming.+

School of Arts & Humanities
Thomas Sakoulas
Susan Bernardin
Gustavo Arango
Eileen Morgan-Zayachek
Michael Koch
School of Natural & Mathematical Sciences
Jacqueline Bennett
Jerome Blechman
Constant Goutziers
Vicky Lentz
Paul French
School of Social Science
Tracy Allen
Craig Bielert
Janet Day
Matthew Hendley
Renee Walker
School of Economics and Business
Howard Buchan
Hua Zhong
William O’Dea
Izabella Lokshina
School of Education & Human Ecology
Annacleta Chiweshe
Karen Joest
Avery Leanne
Elaine Lawrence (1/2 yr Sp14)
Bill Proulx
Anuradhaa Shastri
Kjersti VanSlyke-Briggs (1/2 yr Fall13 (Chair)
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“Know Your Rights”: An Interactive Forum
By Robert Compton, Vice President for Academics

"Know Your Rights" audience

On October 23, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), Oneonta branch and the
New York Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU), affiliated with the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and the Department
of Africana and Latino Studies (ALS) hosted an interactive workshop at the Center for Multicultural Experiences (CME)
beginning at 7:00pm. This program, sponsored by a variety of student organizations and UUP Oneonta Chapter provided important information and dialogue about the police and its interaction with students and faculty, especially of
color. This is the sixth workshop over the years since the Black List issue galvanized students and faculty in the
1990s.
Barrie Gewanter, the Director of the Central New York Civil Liberties Union and Oneonta attorney Carol Malz provided a framework of “how to interact with police” and answered specific questions. In addition to more than sixty students, there were several faculty and administrators in attendance. Given past issues of racial profiling leading up to
and then following the 1992 Black List incident and the ongoing concerns about police powers, the ALS faculty, the
NYCLU, and the Oneonta Chapter of the NAACP forged a common goal of track incidents involving police complaints
and to explore the possibility of creating a “civilian review board” within the larger community. Barrie Gewanter noted that “much work needs to be done and that Oneonta is now clearly on her radar.” She pledged to come back to
the community and continue to work with concerned groups.
During the presentation, Barrie Gewanter provided useful information for the audience. Most members of the audience had not realized that police training and policies involve safety for the officer and non-involved citizens first. As
such, they possess large latitude in their responses. Students were repeatedly told not to resist, engage in sudden
aggressive behavior, or otherwise refuse to obey the police. Excessive use of force or unprofessional conduct needs
to be reported after the event and not during the scene.
It was noted that most police officers exercise their power judiciously but that is not always the case. The primary
responsibility of the police is to serve and protect the community and it is important that citizens make sure this is
happening. Sometimes, people who interact with the police fail to understand the context of the interaction, especially the idea of probable cause. Students from the campus shared their perceptions of racial profiling in the community and explained that they do not feel safe in their interactions with the police. This workshop sought to explain
why the police behave as they do and how students and community members ought to respond and interact with
them. It was noted that police fear for their lives as do students when they interact. Most in attendance believed
that the situation needed continued monitoring and ongoing discussions and workshops to educate students and
members of the greater Oneonta community.
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SUNY ONEONTA 2013: SEFA/UNITED WAY CAMPAIGN
*Note: UUP encourages its members to contribute to the State Employees Federated Appeal (SEFA/United
Way) campaign to support a multitude of local regional, national, and international charitable organizations. Please go to WWW.ONEONTA.EDU/SEFA for more information. UUPers have repeatedly demonstrated compassion through many endeavors, including on-site flood relief, collections, Saturday’s Bread,
and past SEFA campaigns. The needs remain great. Please continue to make a difference, demonstrate solidarity, and contribute generously to the current SEFA campaign. The material that follows is excerpted
from WWW.ONEONTA.EDU/SEFA+

Each year SUNY Oneonta participates in the State Employees Federated Appeal (SEFA)/United Way campaign to support a multitude of local, regional, national and international charitable organizations. Last
year our campus raised approximately $21,200 through the SEFA/United Way campaign. This was short of
our goal of $27,500 and we hope to make up for it this year, as well as to substantially increase employee
participation.
If every employee donated $1 a week, which is less than the cost of a cup of coffee,
as a campus we would raise close to $60,000!
For more information, contact a member of the 2013 SUNY Oneonta SEFA Campaign Committee:
Kathy Meeker (College Advancement), Chair - x2632 kathy.meeker@oneonta.edu
Mary Bonderoff (Student Development), Co-Chair - x2663 mary.bonderoff@oneonta.edu
Michelle Thibault (Academic Affairs) - x2515 michelle.thibault@oneonta.edu
Sue Clemons (Finance & Administration) - x2081 susan.clemons@oneonta.edu
Roger Sullivan (residence halls campaign) - x2513 roger.sullivan@oneonta.edu
Anne Winchester (CSEA) - x2792 anne.winchester@oneonta.edu
To view SEFA Agencies List, SEFA Pledge Form Contribution Conversion Chart, Top 13 Agencies Designated
in 2012 Campaign, go to WWW.ONEONTA.EDU/SEFA.

SENTINEL QUIZ
By Nancy S. Cannon, Academic Delegate and Sentinel Photographer
One line in this nursery rhyme originated as a description of the red circles
that formed on the legs of victims of the Black Plague. What is it?
The answer to the October quiz, “This U.S. President served as first Chancellor of a university that is now a part of SUNY” is Millard Fillmore. The
first correct answers were provided by Bill Ashbaugh and Armand LaPotin.
Sentinel Quiz wins receive a prize.
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Fall Delegate Assembly, October 4-5, 2013: “The Fierce Urgency of Now”

At the October 4 -5, 2013, Fall Delegate Assembly
(DA), UUP representatives assembled to share information and ideas concerning the serious challenges
facing SUNY and UUP employees. The DA is the legislative body of State UUP. The DA acts on behalf of
the approximately 35,000 UUPers employed by
SUNY. Chapters throughout New York State send
delegations to the DA.
The size of chapter delegations is proportionate to
the number of UUP members on a campus. At present, the UUP Oneonta bargaining unit consists of
748 College faculty and professionals: this figure
does not include active retired members. By way of
comparison, the largest tabulation is for Stony Brook
Health Sciences Center (4,292) and the smallest totals
are at System Administration (205) and Utica/Rome
(208) chapters. Cortland, our fellow Red Dragon, numbers 781 while Geneseo, also a comprehensive college
in our sector, counts 572.
The DA meets three times per year—fall, winter, and spring. Over 300 academic and professional delegates
attended the Fall 2013 DA in Saratoga Springs. UUP Oneonta sent a large, energetic, and savvy delegation to
the Fall DA. Oneonta DA participants included Rob Compton, Nancy Cannon, Betty Wambui, Geoff O’Shea,
Sunil Labroo, Miguel Leon, J McDermott, Loraine Tyler, Rich Tyler, Jeri Anne Jerminario, Fred Miller, Chris
Bulson, Joe Baldwin, and Bill Simons. The Oneonta Delegation attended committee meetings and workshops,
participated in plenary session debates and votes, asked questions, and engaged in the requisite politics.
Following a long Friday morning, afternoon, and evening of work, the plenary session, comprised of all delegates, reconvened at 8 AM on Saturday. A number of topics were discussed by delegates from the diverse
chapters. From Oneonta, Rob Compton and Bill Simons both advocated a change in State UUP election procedures. Compton and Simons recommended replacing the current method of electing state officers by delegates to the DA with a system that would grant the franchise in elections for state leaders to all UUP members. Under the existing system, UUP members vote directly for chapter leaders but only delegates to the
DA select state leaders. Compton and Simons noted that under the current system chapter leaders in certain
chapters receive more votes than state leaders. They argued that the direct election of state leaders by the
entire membership would make UUP more democratic, clarify issues, energize and increase the involvement
of rank-and-file members, and strengthen state leaders in representing the union.
The Oneonta contingent joined other delegates at the DA in saluting the powerful keynote address of new
State President Fred Kowal. He eloquently summoned union energies with a call for the union to “change or
die.” President Kowal enlisted a new activism amidst “the fierce urgency of now.” In its dealing with the legislature, governor, media, SUNY administrators, media, brothers and sisters in other unions, and the public,
he asserted that UUP must strengthen its voice.
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Fall Delegate Assembly, October 4-5, 2013: “The Fierce Urgency of Now” (continued)
In a rousing speech, notes the State UUP website, State UUP President Fred Kowal touched on UUP's comprehensive plan in response to job cuts at SUNY Downstate. He also called for UUP members to take the
lead on efforts to address increasing privatization threats in SUNY. "It is a struggle for the soul of this university we have built and the state we serve," Kowal said. In addition to his previously announced plan to
have the union's outreach program emphasize a regional approach instead of a strict focus on Albany,
Kowal said UUP will push its own plan to save SUNY Downstate as well as fighting to protect SUNY's other
teaching hospitals in Stony Brook and Syracuse. Kowal also promised to find the best ways to increase the
salaries and benefits for contingent employees in SUNY and across the nation. "It is a question of justice. It
is a question of right. This union will fight this fight because we must. We are in this together, and we have
got to get to work," he said.
*Editor’s Note: The final paragraph comes from the State UUP website http://uupinfo.org/+

State UUP President Fred Kowal

The Sentinel Websites and Disclaimer
Editor’s Note: Statements Made in The Sentinel do not necessarily reflect the opinion of UUP or any of its statewide
representatives.
To go to the UUP Oneonta Chapter website, go to the following link http://www.oneontauup.org/
Norm Payne is the UUP Oneonta Web Master.
The chapter website contains a number of innovative features and links.
The State UUP website is located at www.uupinfo.org . It contains information about members benefits and many other
important topics.
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The Way He Is
By Jo Ann Simons, Disability Advisor to the Ruderman Family Foundation; and President and CEO, the
Cardinal Cushing Centers
*Reprinted from: New post on Zeh Lezeh (For One Another) by jayrudeman+

The news that scientists at the University of Massachusetts Medical School in Worcester have discovered a way to
turn off the chromosome that causes Down syndrome is creating quite a buzz in the news and in clinics, hospitals
and homes worldwide.
People are born with 23 pairs of chromosomes, including two sex chromosomes, making a total of 46 in each cell.
Individuals with Down syndrome (or Trisomy 21 as it is also called) are born with 3 copies of the 21st chromosome.
The expression of this extra genetic material causes an array of medical and developmental challenges. People
with Down syndrome have intellectual and learning challenges, early onset of Alzheimer’s disease and they are at
a greater risk for congenital heart defects and leukemia. They are also short in stature.
The possibilities are exciting. In the future, the ability of scientists to turn off the expression of the extra genetic
gift that causes Down syndrome could alter the medical and cognitive problems associated with it.
This news hit my home directly and personally. Over 20 years ago, I learned that the
human growth hormone used to treat children’s growth disorders could have applicability to increasing the height and perhaps the head size of my son, Jon, who has
Down syndrome. Since the treatment was not covered by insurance, except in certain
circumstances, it came with a very high price tag.
It also came at the same time that we received a small settlement as a result of abuse
that Jon had suffered by the individual driving him to school. We had an opportunity
and we now had the way to fund it. Before making a decision, we consulted with physicians and medical ethicists. They asked us to consider the needs of our entire family
versus the gains that would be achieved by one member of the family.
Conflicted, I decided to put the question to Jon, at that time a twelve year old. He
knew he was shorter than his peers, so I presented it to him like this: There is some
medicine that can make you taller. Would you like to be taller? Jon did not hesitate to
answer, “I like the way I am.” Decision made. No human growth hormone.
This week, the same announcement about the UMass researchers also contained the
news that researchers at Massachusetts General Hospital will soon be enrolling adults
with Down syndrome in a clinical trial of two drugs that hold promise to increase the
cognitive functioning in adults.

Jo Ann and her son Jon

This time I didn’t need to consult with physicians or ethicists. I immediately discussed the possibility of seeing if
Jon could be part of the upcoming clinical trials with my husband. Just a few IQ points could make Jon’s life easierfrom being able to read complicated transportation schedules or understanding the interactions of over-thecounter medications could increase the quality of his already independent life.
My husband said he would support it if there was a guarantee that it would not affect his sweetness, humor or
affection.
Because we love him the way he is.
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Liberty Mutual Insurance – A UUP Benefit
By Mona Hughes, Oneonta UUP Benefit Chair

In the next few months, my goal is to familiarize members with some of the benefits that they may not
know are available to them, so please check out upcoming issues of The Sentinel as I focus on a new
benefit each month. This month the focus is on Liberty Mutual Insurance.
Liberty Mutual Insurance offers a variety of policies with a wide range of coverage. Policies for auto,
home, renters insurance, motorcycles, ATV’s, boats, snowmobiles, RV¹s, umbrella’s and rental properties
are available.
Liberty Mutual offers a discount of 10% to all UUP members, and this discount is good on any of the
policies they offer in addition to any other discounts available. Polices are for 1 year terms, not 6
months. They also offer convenient payment options including payroll deduction. If you retire, you can
keep your policies with the discount included for life.
If you are looking for a new auto insurance policy, you will find that Liberty Mutual offers extra protection
with Accident Forgiveness, New Car Replacement, Better Car Replacement, Unlimited Rental Coverage,
24-Hor Roadside Assistance, Mechanical Parts Replacement, Multi-Car Discount, Car Windshield Repairs,
and a Lifetime Repair Guarantee.
Home Insurance through Liberty Mutual offers Home Protector Plus, Personal Property Replacement,
Additional Living Expense Coverage, Loss Forgiveness, Water Backup & Sump Pump Overflow, MultiPolicy Discount, Identity Fraud Expense Coverage, 24-Hour Claims Assistance, Contractor Referral Network Program, New/Renovated Home Discount, Jewelry Protection and Protective Devices Discount.
Liberty Mutual is committed to customer satisfaction. Their service is to do business the way you want.
They have more than 1,260 service representatives located in branch offices across the country and five
national service centers with 900 service representatives. They offer online eService to manage an
account, request changes to a policy, pay a bill, and go paperless.
For more information about the protections listed above, please contact me at
mona.hughes@oneonta.edu to request information that I can send to you at your campus address, or go
directly to our Liberty Mutual representative, Mark Lipka at Mark.Lipka@LibertyMutual.com .
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Importance of UUP Membership: Message from UUP Membership Director Yaser Robles

Dear Colleagues,

Yaser Robles

As the new UUP Oneonta’s Chapter Membership Director, I want to remind everyone about the importance
of joining the union and signing the membership card. There are a series of benefits that extend beyond
the right to vote on the contracts we negotiate with New York State and to participate in Union elections.
Joining the union is also about building community support, solidarity, fairness, justice, and dignity for all
members. All of these components are the pillars that strengthen our collective power and goals.
UUP Oneonta is one of the strongest chapter’s within SUNY and over the years it has won many battles.
However, our job is not over as there are pressing issues today that require our ongoing investment. For
instance, higher education is currently undergoing a major change towards faceless instructional delivery
and Seamless Transfer, all part of the Open SUNY initiative. If approved, you should expect an increased
workload, faculty and staff reduction, and diminished faculty oversight of curriculum. In addition, this new
business model in which students are essentially customers and faculty/staff are the facilitators will only
guarantee administrative proliferation.
I can foresee many uphill battles and Open SUNY is amongst the many realities we cannot ignore. Therefore, I urge everyone to join the union and to become active participants in our campus and community.
Our voices will be heard only if we come together in solidarity and your enrollment is the very first step towards securing our collective goals and safeguarding our principles.
For enrollment and other member benefits please visit http://uupinfo.org. If you have any question regarding enrollment and forms, please contact me at 607-436-3452 or via email at Yaser.Robles@oneonta.edu.
I look forward to working with you all and let our voices be heard.
Best,
Yaser Robles, Ph.D.
Lecturer, Africana and Latino Studies Department; and UUP Membership Director
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